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Presidential Search
Philip Harding
Named Ken yon 's
By Matthew A. Winkler
On July 1, 1975, Dr. Philip Harding
jordon, a distinguished professor of
Ustory and administrator, will
become the 16th president of Kenyon
College. In a letter addressed to the
Kenyon Community on Monday,
February 3, the Right Reverend John
p Craine, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees rejoiced over the selection
ol Dr. Jordon and noted that Dr.
Jordon was the "unanimous choice of
,lie Presidential Search
Committee."
In a telephone conversation with
The Collegian on Monday night, from
lishomein Connecticut, Dr. Jordon
eipressed a strong concern for
Kenyon's future, but believed that
there are no outstanding problems
ir.ich need to be attended to
immediately. "I've sensed no
Emergencies, no critical problems. I
think that the difficulties that Kenyon
laces are those which it shares with
:ther colleges," he said.
Despite some of the severe
::iemmas encountered by many
small private liberal arts colleges,
Dr. Jordon is very optimistic about
the survival of liberal arts education
uid the continued success of Kenyon
College. "I've felt that, during the
past few years and even more
strongly now, in a rapidly changing
society which we have, the kind of
sense of values that liberal arts
study provides is really appropriate.
IFC Questionnaire Asks:
Women On The Hill?
By Katie Kindlarski
The IFC Housing Committee has
en investigating "co-education- al
using on the Hill by a fraternity
ridpoint," says Chairman Tom
ilson. Working since early last
mester, their "recommending
proposal" will be released shortly
!fter SDrin? break.
This is strictly an IFC
mmittee," Wilson stated, "but the
'ministration is working with us."
Ambers representing the interests
each fraternity compose the
"mmittee, along with Dean Givens
Sli Mr. Omahan.
"Our concern is to provide as
-- any options for student housing as
ssible," Dean Givens said on the
ministration's role in the
"mmittee. "We support the IFC in
i'ling their study as they have shown
'initiative in exploring the
ssibilities of further housing
Mons for women on the south end of
:jmpus," she added.
'25-15- 0 questionnaires were
Tculated to randomly-selecte- d
Ashmen, sophomore, and junior
4,jmen during November. A separate
stionnaire was submitted to
'arious fraternity members
''muitaneously. The statistical
!njlysis is presently being
mputed.
"The questionnaires." Wilson
'"Plained . "will be used to
no firct if urm on a r P
"tested in living on the Hill. If so,
Ends
Jordon, Jr.,
16th President
Liberal education is not a static
thing. It is not a set of dogmas. It's
not a set of complete and
unchangeable attitudes. It's a set of
intellectual stances. Liberal
education at Kenyon and other first
rate colleges is going to be a dynamic
thing in its adaptive way. It's in a way
LAfU
Dr. Philip Jordon, Jr.
a kind of tradition that is supple and
can be responsive given, I believe,
character. I do not feel that colleges
like Kenyon are outmoded or rigidly
fixed," he said.
With the dwindling number of
applicants to small liberal arts
colleges, Dr. Jordon will face the
challenge of maintaining Kenyon's
academic standards. "Kenyon has
turned the corner after a temporary
these results will help the committee
to make viable recommendations to
implement co-educatio- nal housing
and still maintain the fraternity
system. "
"We want to keep the atmosphere
of the Hill alive," Wilson elaborated.
"In every aspect not just the social
lifethere's significantly more than
that."
The most extensive problems so
far encountered are security and
possible relocation of fraternities.
The Hill dormitories (Old Kenyon,
(Con't On Page 4)
Schedule Change Spurs
Saga To Offer Rebate
By Peter Meyer
As an unexpected benefit of the
College's reduced fuel allocation,
which is causing an extended spring
vacation, Gambler's 1400-od- d Saga
devotees will receive a rebate.
Rather than improve the quality of its
chile or offer more mint-chi- p ice
cream, Saga decided to use its
unexpected surplus funds to
reimburse the students for the meals
to be missed during the first week in
March.
Students, however, are cautioned
not to count on spending a week in
Palm Beach on the rebate money,
partially because the money will be
downward fluctuation, at least I hope
so," Jordon remarked. "I think it is
such a good place that it ought to be
able to make the case with applicants
that will continue to attract them. It
is a tough time for private colleges.
For some it's going to be tougher
than for others. I just came away
from my visit 'to Kenyon, from
everything I've learned about it, with
a real unshakable sense of
confidence in the future of the
College and its ability to attract
students. I think the Kenyon case can
be made, it will be made, in ways that
will sustain it as a college during this
troubled period," Jordon said.
With a tightening job market,
many liberal arts college graduates
have become disillusioned with the
value of the B.A. or B.S. degree.
Jordon noted that ''many
professional schools are looking for
the broadly trained; so also are the
corporate enterprises which hope to
recruit leadership." Jordon
expressed his hope that the College
will begin "to learn more about the
whole process of assisting with job
placement."
(Con't On Page 4)
Former Ambassador Schae tzel
To Visit In Next Two Weeks
J: Robert Schaetzel, former
American Ambassador to the
European Communities and
Kenyon's fifth Woodrow Wilson
Fellow, will visit here from
February 9-2- 2. He will be available
to students and faculty during that
time for class sessions, meetings,
ft1 I
J. Robert Schaetzel
credited to students' accounts rather
than be issued in individual checks,
but primarily because the rebate will
not amount to much, anyway. The
exact size of the reimbursement is
still under study and will not be
announced until later this month.
Saga, under its contract with
Kenyon, has no obligation to return
any money because of the College's
election to close. "Saga has Certain
fixed costs, such as paying its
regular workers, which must be met,
regardless of whether or not
students are eating," said Samuel
Lord, Vice President for Finance.
"As a result," said Lord, "the
rebate will not be much more than the
actual cost of the food."
WKCO: Breakdown Diary
By Steven Lebow
Thursday, January 30, 12:04
a.m. WKCO mysteriously,
unexpectedly, shuts down. John
Boffa, Station Manager, and Marc
Speiser, Chief Engineer, race up
Peirce Tower to locate the source of
the breakdown. The fuses or the
audio-inpu- t are both likely causes,
but both are functioning effectively.
After careful examination the
problem is diagnosed. The final
stage of the output transmitter is
malfunctioning.
Thursday at 1:00 p.m. Speiser
if
Chief Engineer Marc Speiser vainly attempts
WKCO transmitter in Peirce Tower.
and more informal gatherings.
Schaetzel received his B.A. from
Pomona College in 1939 and did
graduate work at Harvard University
from 1940-194- 2. After completion of
his formal education he entered the
federal government as an
administrative analyst in the Bureau
of the Budget. In 1945 he joined the
State Department and has served
successively as Special Assistant to
the Director of the Office of
International Trade Policy (1945-1950- ),
Special Assistant to the
Assistant Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs (1950-1954- ) and as
the officer in charge of the peaceful
uses of atomic energy in the Office of
the Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Disarmament and
Atomic Energy (1955-1959- ).
In 1961 Mr. Schaetzel was named
Special Assistant to the Under
Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs, then Special Assistant to the
Under Secretary of State. He was
appointed Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for Atlantic
Affairs in September 1962. In 1966 he
was appointed by President Johnson
as American Ambassador to the
European Communities. He resigned
from the post and the Government in
1972.
Mr. Schaetzel is now writing a
book on American-Europea- n
relations under the auspices of the
Council on Foreign Relations. He has
published articles in Foreign
Affairs, Fortune, Daedalus, Europe-Archi- v,
Affari Esteri and other
journals.
Mr. Schaetzel has attended the
National War College and was a
recipient of the Rockefeller Public
Service Award for the year 1959-196- 0.
In 1972 he received an
individual grant from the Ford
Foundation to study the changes
which have occurred in U.S-
.European relations.
goes back to recheck the entire
transmitter. Suspecting problems in
the power supply, he discovers that
no power is coming through to
broadcast the signal. Royce
Woodward, a technical consultant
from Mount Vernon, and Dr.
Franklin Miller, Chairman of the
Kenyon physics department, are
called in as consultants.
By Sunday, Dr. Miller and Speiser
are still trying to find the precise
solution to the problem After four
days of extensive testing they
conclude that the problem is beyond
(Con't On Page 4)
to repair the
By Ed Gorenc
The Senate was recently advised
that the Academic Advising
Committee will review all students
to determine if they are adequately
progressing towards their
graduation requirements.
If a student is falling short of
academic demands, a warning
stating this will be issued. The
Committee will request the student
to indicate exactly how he is
progressing at Kenyon. In this sense,
the Committee hopes to abolish the
use of the term "probation" on
students' records. This action will
alleviate any ambiguity arising from
that word in the minds of future
employers or graduate schools when
the word is used on a transcript.
Also, tne Curriculum Committee
will now permit instructors to give
three-hou- r exams provided that the
students are informed and the
Registrar can schedule it.
Dean Williamson informed Senate
that a teacher must get permission
from the Provost before he can
restrict enrollment in the course. If
the size of the room is in question,
students with seniority will remain
in the course on the rationale that
freshmen have three more years in
which to take the course. The date a
student registers for the course will
also be considered, with an earlier
(Con't On Page 4)
David Halberstam, the
Pulitzer Prize winning
journalist and author of The
Best and The Brightest, will
speak on "Men In Power",
tonight in Rosse Hall at 8:00
p.m. Admission is fifty cents.
Sponsored by Student
Lectureships Committee.
often is, it remains our
only channel tovthe
administration. Because it
is representative, Student
Council can speak with a
collective voice which,
though at times unfair to
some, is always stronger
than the complaints of
individuals and disparate
factions.
Why is it important to
vote for Student Council
representatives and
officials? Ignoring these
people won't diminish their
influence on our lives and
careless voting could leave
us with a very bothersome
and an unwanted influence.
It's silly to fight those
whose job it is to serve us. A
responsible and insightful
vote will provide a student
government whose thoughts
and feelings actually reflect
our own; not a group of
remote and aloof meddlers.
Our potential nemesis is
that group of ego-massagi- ng
bunglers entrusted with a
real and damaging power.
We need a student
government whose con-
fidence to be responsive
and thorough rests on a
large and careful vote.
Treasurer
Kyle Kindle
Susan Givens, 1975
The editors have kindly granted
me the space to blanket the air with
simple clarity in explanation of the
duties of Student Council and those of
its executive members. The tone of
this article is, therefore, 'primarily
informative'.
The President of Student Council
runs Council's meetings, sets up the
agenda, brings matters of concern to
the attention of Council, and
generally serves as community
pillory ("Why aren't there trash
cans along Middle Path?"). Outside
of this he sits on Senate and
represents Council before the
administration and the Trustees,
particularly through the Trustee
Committee on Student Affairs, on
which the President, V.P., and
Secretary sit. A healthy cynicism
ought to pervade the thoughts and
actions of the inhabitant of this post.
Council's Vice-Preside- nt acts in
either a supportive or a contrapuntal
role to the President, and is praised
or damned accordingly. The V.P.'
sits on Senate and serves as Council
Observer to the Judicial Board. He
also coordinates the delegate system
of Kenyon's trustee, collegiate and
student committees: in this the V.P.
(Con't On Page 4)
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The Responsible Vote
Many imagine student
government to be a
haphazard lot ' of
meddlesome and officious
bores who have no real
power. They speak in junior
executive jargon and gripe
about "administrative in-
adequacy" and "apathetic
student attitude." They
waste what little authority
they have on procedural
argumentation and trivial
debate. Without any teeth,
they can only moan and pout.
So runs the Sunday Schobl
image of student
government. Fortunately,
somewhat the reverse is
true at Kenyon. The Student
Activities Fund which
includes payments from
every student of $51.00 per
year supports K.F.S.,
Collegian, student clubs,
lectureships and soon. It is
really the foundation for all
extracurricular activities.
Student Council ap-
propriates this entire
sum and in effect tailors the
potential color and trim of
the Kenyon student body.
Student Council officially
represents student opinion.
However ineffective and
irresponsive officialdom
Secretary
Tanna More
Buffy Ireland
Thursday, February 6, 1975
Gambier, Ohio 43022
"Now try to get it straight, Igor. You love your anti-perspira- nt.
You are grateful for being twice as dry .
Vice Presidential Position Papers
H. Kirkpatrick
It is standard procedure that all
candidates for the executive offices
of Student Council submit position
papers. However the Student Council
is only effective and representative
when it acts as a cohesive body,
therefore, it would be presumptuous
to elaborate on my personal feelings
as to what "I wil do" or what "will be
done". A governmental organization
necessitates the cooperation of
individual effort and the pooling of
resources if its goals are to be
realized.
Obviously, the job of a vice
president is an important one and I
acknowledge and willingly accept the
responsibilities of this position. I
have the energy, the determination,
and the dedication to turn these
words into perceivable results. I will
not fill this paper with examples, of
my virtue, but will only state some of
my past involvements; sophomore
year I was a member of Student
Council and was active in several
women's organizations, first
semester of this year I was on the
staff of the Gambier Experimental
College, and this semester I am the
coordinator of the GEC and a
member of the Social Committee.
Hollis Kirkpatrick
Rick Rosenfeld
My candidacy for the office of
Student Council Vice-Preside- nt is
predicated on a two-fol- d concern for
the welfare of the Kenyon
community. First, the methods by
which Council's proposals are
conveyed to the appropriate
administrative body need to be re-
evaluated. Second, it is imperative
that the new Council investigates
certain alternatives which would
bring about an improved allocation of
College funds. As part of this, an
attempt might be made to enrich
Kenyon's appeal by expanding its
facilities. Council and
Many students feel that the present
non-academ- ic life at Kenyon lacks
quality, diversity and intensity. Our
institutions have failed to fully grasp
the realities of the place in which
they move. Ours has not been solely a
problem of isolation or lack of funds,
but one of an ineffective system of
leadership and government
organization.
Government must be both
responsible and responsive to the
needs of students on this campus
whether they be men or women,
fraternities or independents, or any
other members, groups or faction of
the community. How else can we hope
to improve facilities and contribute
to policy-makin- g decisions which
affect our everyday lives?
Student Council is responsible
each semester for the allocation of a
$25.50 fee thateachofus as students
are required to contribute to the
Student Activities Fund. I believe
that much money and opportunity are
wasted because the student body as a
whole is not given adequately
detailed information as to the
(Con't On Page 4)
administrative monies could be
directed toward accomplishing these
ends.
In a referendum held last spring,
80 percent of the (voting) student
vbody expressed its dissatisfaction
with the proposed House System. Its
implementation" has occurred,
nonetheless.
If Council were to have been truly
representative of student opinion, it
would have acted as a united political
body and taken a strong stand on this
issue. Rather than having sent a
memorandum to the administration
(expressing student dissatisfaction),
Council should have assumed a more
active role by putting its committees
to work; promoting panel
discussions between committee
members and delegates of Senate and
the administration. Students' needs
are best represented only when the
potential of a committee is realized,
and I propose to strengthen the
committee structure. It is Invaluable
as a means of negotiation. In this
way, unpopular programs could be
revised so as to make them more
acceptable to the student body before
their implementation occurs.
This leads to my second point. An
improved committee system could
deal more effectively with certain
facilities and general concerns that
warrant re-examinati- on. The Gund
Commons dining hall is an excellent
area for social activity, yet the
administration is reluctant to permit
its use. The athletic budget at Kenyon
is a disaster. We are presently
operating on the same athletic budget
as ten years ago. Why not investigate
the possibility of carpeting the
library, in view of the many
complaints of library noise?
What is needed is an improved
perspective in the means by which
our interests are enacted.
Bureaucratic reforms, coupled with
ideas about expanded, more
practical use of facilities is an
acknowledgement of those needs. I
think I can help. Thank you.
Rick Rosenfeld
The coming term of Student
Council is an interim period not long
enough for far-reachi- ng programs
but sufficient for three immediate
issues to be raised. One is the lack of
full participation allowed to students
in certain important committees and
functions of the College. One is the
need for a strong student voice in
regards to inadequate facilities on
campus, especially the library.
Lastly, there are communication
problems that require urgent
attention.
The time has come, as Common
Cause cries, to "open up the
system ' ' . Students should be working
on all aspects affecting their lives
and the life of this institution. For
example, students should be on the
Regulations Committee and not
closed out of certain Admissions or
Academic Advising Committee
meetings. The inconsistency is
clear: students fully participate in
the Judicial Board and the
Presidential Search yet have no input
into policy formulation of academic
regulations until just prior to faculty
(Con't On Page 4)
Wally Tice
It's no longer possible to use the
words "awareness" and "student"
in the same reference. Countless
writers have trampled upon this
subject, but apathy is a plague which
should not go unchallenged. Each ol
us knows the extent to which he or she
is genuinely interested in the sphere
of action outside of their own private
world. Most Kenyon students could
not manage an intelligent answer to
the question. Most Kenyon students
could not manage an intelligent
answer to the question "what has
Student Council accomplished?" If
an institution which has a reputation
for thriving on knowledge, this
inability is a prominent paradox.
The problem of awareness, or lack
thereof, is a cycle generated by a
lack of inspiration from Student
Council and fueled by a lack ol
support from the student body. The
Student Council wonders if anybody
cares, and the students wonder why
they should care. This process
should be confronted. In the pas',
when a Council proposal has been
rejected, no outcry has been heard.
Frequently, there is only a meek
stoicism from Student Council ("e
did our best.. ."). Everyone, at one
time or another, has resigned to the
ineffectiveness of individual action.
The easiest way is not always the
best way. At some point effective
leadership must remove the block
tudentimpeding the passage from s
opinion to positive action.
Student Council, as an ac tual
legislative body with real powers, is
a myth. But as an arm of student
opinion, the potential for Counci
potency has only begun. I am not a
dreamer, but neither am I a S,01C.
I'm proud to have been a member
this past Council as I think we m ade
some progress. I believe I can be a"
important part in that effects
leadership which can bring Stua
Council out of the doldrums and bac
into the arena. It's your Coun .
support it!
.
waiiy Tice
bruary 6, 1975
Cw
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Peircing Comments Our Famous Alumni (Part 8)
T.V. Gibe &A; Ji. ir.
By J. A. Gioia
guide to Kenyon televiewing for
Friday, Feb. 7
.00 (8) Frat House: (adventure)
There's danger at every turn when
.fraternities order their pledges
u brine in: two fire barricades, five
Security walkie-talkie- s, and three of
he dean's wisdom teeth.
(10) The Amazing Givens: (occult)
The extra-sensor- y mentalist Sue
;ivens performs her greatest trick
ihen she tries to impose her will
:pon the life style of an entire small
n. In the process she levitates
That's The
By Mark Haverland
'e live in a rather unpleasant world. Watching Walter, David, Harry,
ard, and John has become a daily exercise in masochism. Here are a few
rms of uncheer:
1. The Communists in Portugal have consolidated their leadership of the
bor movement. Meetings of conservatives and moderates have been broken
; by gangs, and it seems that the Socialists may soon be victims of their
ihtion partners. The Communists learned their lesson from Chile, and it
doubtful that they will let Portugal slip from their tightening grasp.
2. The Soviet Union isclamping down on dissidents. Among the victims are
.ssian Baptists, Jews, Moslems, Buddhists, the Volga Germans, Baltic and
iranian nationalists and Roman Catholics, as well as the usual intellectuals
d artists. The fruits of detente?
3 Big Daddy is keeping things lively in
lleveryone smarter than he is. Though
i.ism, he wants to rid Uganda of all Asians, Christians, and Europeans. If
s admirer of Hitler wasn't so dangerous he'd be extremely funny.
4 Italy and Britain continue to slide down the drain cf financial collapse. It
possible that North Sea oil, E.E.C. help and world-wid- e concern may save
era from disaster, but it seems to be a slim possibility. If collapse does
T.e, the unions will probably get what they want and deserve.
5. Vietnam and Cambodia have, most rudely, reminded us of our
nmitments. Congress, conveniently remembering fiscal restraint, will
bably not help. Our new Vice President has predicted a blood-bat- h of a
:"iionor so peasants if there is a take-ove- r in South East Asia. But, in some
:ples' eyes, that's only a scare tactic.
5 World famine is a prospect for this new year, though Russia and China
11 us that birth control for India is an American plot.
hygoon? Why worry about the sins of others when we have the CIA. and
:r F.B.I, to feel guilty about? The lights
t until tomorrow, after all.
The Rational Observer
By David L. Bacon
I've been accused of being
native. Unjustly.
e live in different worlds, every
Mofus.You do your thing and I do
no matter how measured or far
:iay; right? Like, some of us are
wbooks.and some are really into
;Wrts, or music, or math, or
'hatever. You just gotta find your
a thing, and do it. Right?
'ow me; I'm into observation,
'ah, OK, it sounds a little weird, but
-- ere it is. Observation. Trying to
--k-e some sense out of what's going
instead of just . . . going on.
rouble is, it can be a real bummer
'n you look at things too closely.
you look too hard, and pretty
,r, all you see is a lot of people
r'n? to move a lot of mountains. But
ftime comes when you gotta step
k minute; and then you find out
e's a reason for things after all,
0ilnow, like you can look at a Van
''Shfrom three inches or three feet,
'J,i either see some ugly paint
"rs or ... a Van Gogh. Right?
,e". that's the way it is with Kenyon,
or life, or anything. You just
tta step back a minute.
,' 'earned all this last Saturday.
rja see, they had a two-wa- y
'restling meet and a three-wa- y track
Agoing on at the fieldhouse at the
"He time more fun than a circus,
'ft'? Wrong. Factis, itwas sort of a
Leonard Hall and a large sum of
money.
(13) Ice Box: (adventure) The men
of maintenance race against the
clock trying to free a class trapped
by ice in the rapidly cooling Biology
Auditorium. The heatcan'tbe turned
up, so dynamite the only hope.
9:00 (8) Rock Concert: (music)
Famous radio personality Guy
Smiley will M.C. the music of Old
Kenyon, live from the quadrangle.
Among the bands featured tonight
will be: The Beatles, The Grateful
Dead, The Allman Brothers Band,
Frank Zappa and the Mothers, and
Little Feat.
(10) Movie: "The Moderately
Towering Fire Alarm" Find out
who is sleeping with whom in this
Way It Is.
Uganda. His goal is apparently to
Gen. Amin deplores South African
are going out again, but the flood
-- Reporter-At-Large-
bummer in a lot of ways. Wrestling
team lost, 45-3- . Track team came in
a distant third out of three. Nothing to
get up and dance about, exactly.
But I was just looking at it too
closely, you see. At least, that's what
I decided after a while. So I moved
from the front row seats back to the
highest bleachers away from
things. Now don't get me wrong
"stepping back" isn't really as
simple as just moving back
physically; but it helps. Like, just
look at all the people who had to move
away from the "real world" before
they could really see it. Ulysses.
Moses. Prospero. Kurtz. Huck Finn.
Timothy Leary. And the list goes on.
Well, it still looked bad for a while.
Our wrestlers were being tied up like
Christmas presents and our
sprinters were getting lapped in the
55-ya- rd dash. Off in the distance, the
shot putters sort of gave a voice to
the futility of it all: "Ung!". . .Thmp.
"Rao!".. .Thmp. "Uhh!". . .Thmp.
And then, after a while, I noticed
something surprising. Some of our
runners were yokking it up with the
"enemy". Some guy was looking in
the scorebook at his broad-jum- p
mark, smiling. I think he got third
place. And some of our wrestlers
who had already lost were talking
quietly to their teammates going
over their mistakes. They looked
strong. Healthy. And somehow,
almost content with their lot.
great escape story. It is four a.m.
when the fire alarm goes off in Dorm
3 and scores of students have to get
out without being found out. It is the
story of people who thought they had
made it, until they had to descend
those stairs.
(13) Alive in the Auditorium:
(drama) In this grisly parallel to the
Andes' plane crash survivors,
students trapped in a freezing
Biology Auditorium are forced to
devour their professor in order to
survive until help can reach them.
10:00 (8) Hot Roaches and Cold
Buffalos: (variety) Formerly The
Drunk Show, the producers felt a new
name was needed to show a wider
variety of students and their
incoherent acts. On the show tonight:
The Great Beebee performing his
leap off the lookout; Barricade
busting along the fire lane; Stool
falling at the V.I.; Rude yodeling
from the Hill; and a special report on
posterior niping.
(13)News: Coverage of President
Caples giving his final address to the
school. It is reported that it will be:
Mr. William G. Caples
The No-te- ll Motel
Suite 203
West Palm Beach, Fla. 35402
11:00 (8) (10) (13) Gambier News
11:02 (8) (10) (13) Sign off.
The Photography Club and
Imaginus will present an exhibition
and sale of fine art reproductions in
the Recreation Room of Gund
Commons on February 6th and 7th
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Over 400
different selections, in a wide
variety of styles and periods, will be
displayed. Featured are the works of
Botticelli,' DaVinci, Dali, Renoir,
Miro, Klee, Gaughin, Van Gogh,
Monet, Picasso, Wyeth, Esocher,
Magritte, Brueghel and many others.
Oriental, Persian, and Turkish
reproductions are also for sale.
These environment enriching pieces
will be offered at reasonable prices.
Now coaches White or Heiser
could have told you their teams were
going to lose before the meets even
began; probably could have guessed
the scores almost exactly. But they
could have also told you that their
teams were improving every day;
their athletes putting their talents to
the test in daily practice, and coming
out better every time.
So you boil things down, and it
comes out sounding trite and
hackneyed. But there it is: It's how
you play the game.
What's your won-los- t percentage
at Kenyon? Academically?
Athletically? Socially? Not so good,
huh? Well, same here. Me, I'm kind
of summa sine laude in all three
departments. But hey, I'm not
ashamed of it. You just gotta find
your own thing, and do it; even when it
looks like you're just gonna keep
losing and losing. That guy pushing
against that mountain may never
move it, but he's gonna keep getting
stronger and stronger. And that's
gonna come in handy someday for
the rest of his life. Right?
Fellow mountain-movers- ,
Gambier February is upon us. We
are all going to be rained upon,
often and in many ways. We will all
feel like losers this month at one
time or another. Let's lose
gracefully together laughing. All
right?
All right.
Bill
Kenyon Screwball:
'Veeck As In Wreck '
By Richard West
Bill Veeck, one of the most
colorful promoters in baseball
history, came to Kenyon in 1932. The
zany pranks that would make him
famous were at this time but a part of
the future. He immediately
impressed his fellow students with
his leadershipqualities; they elected
Bill Freshman class president.
Veeck pledged Beta but before
initiation fell out of one of the
windows in Leonard and broke his
foot. Consequently, he was initiated
in a wheel chair. Though the incident
must have proven humorous, the
injury he sustained was so serious
that it was to plague him for the rest
of his life.
In his Sophomore year Veeck was
again elected president of his class;
he also played halfback for the
Lords. Additionally, a classmate
recalls, Bill had a keen mind and was
an avid reader.
In the spring of his Sophomore
year his father, the manager of the
Chicago Cubs, died. William
Wrigley, the club owner, offered Bill
a job as office boy. It was the middle
of the Depression and times were
hard so Bill left Kenyon and accepted
the job. In six years he rose to be club
treasurer and, in 1941, came into his
own when he bought the Milwaukee
Brewers, a farm team of the Cubs. At
the time of his purchase, he counted
22 people in attendance at one of the
Brewers' games. They were in
eighth place in an eight-tea- m league.
That soon changed. Veeck made
baseball games an experience. He
was known for crazy gags and his
ridiculous give-away- s to the crowd.
Rolling beds out onto the field,
invading the opposing team's dug-ou- t
with spacemen, or raffling off blocks
of ice were all part of Veeck's show.
But he was also a shrewd
businessman. In his first year as
owner, he traded 41 men and got
results. The Brewers won their
division pennant in '43, '44, and '45.
Veeck
His phenomenal success and out-of-the-ordina- ry
practices caused one
reporter to write: "Despite the war,
transportation snarls and an acute
player shortage, the beer-drinkin- g,
sports-lovin- g citizens of Milwaukee
are currently enthralled by the most
exciting baseball boom in American
Association records. Motivating
force: explosive, unorthodox
William (Sport-Shir- t Bill) Veeck,
Jr., newest of baseball's occasional
24-caratscrewbal-
ls." In 1945, after
four successful years, he sold the
Brewers. -
The following year he joined with a
group of investors to purchase the
Cleveland Indians. In two seasons he
turned that team, also, into a pennant
winner and sold it in 1948 at a profit
of over $1,000,000.
He bought the St. Louis Browns in
1951 and made sports history the
following year by sending 3'7" Eddie
Gaedel to the plate. Gaedel's strike
zone was so small he was assured of
a walk. The Commissioner of
Baseball immediately outlawed the
use of midgets in any major league
games thereafter, but Veeck had
gained what he wanted priceless
publicity.
In 1961, after a stay with the
Chicago White Sox, Veeck
temporarily retired due to
complications with his leg. It had
been aggravated by an injury
incurred during battle in World War
II and was subsequently amputated.
After writing his autobiography,
Veeck As In Wreck, and resting up,
he attempted to get back into baseball
but was stymied and eventually, in
1969, he accepted the managership of
Suffolk Downs, a racetrack near
Boston. He was less successul in his
efforts to rehabilitate that money-losin- g
prospect and quit two years
later. Thirty Tons A Day (named for
the "end product", as Veeck says, of
the racetrack "residents") is a
humorous account of his
experiences. Currently, he is
retired and when last heard of was
residing in Maryland.
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Martin Explains
(Con't From
sees through the interpenetration of
thought between Council and student
members of committees.
In many ways the Treasurer of
Student Council holds the key post on
Council: this person balances the
books of the Student Ac tivities Fund,
is knowledgeable about S.C.'s
Restricted Assets and Capital
Expenditures Account, and runs the
S.C. Finance Committee. This
committee organizes budget
hearings and appeals, makes formal to
requests for allocations, and will in
the future execute the first phase of
the Student Activities Fee Levy (to be
revealed soon). The Treasurer has
traditionally been something more
than a scapegoat, and will
undoubtedly continue to serve in that
capacity.
Student Council's Secretary,
otherwise known as Council Utility
Man, is charged with remembering
what transpires at Council meetings
and acting accordingly: he draws up
the minutes and sends out whatever
resolutions and motions are
approved. The Secretary presides
over the Student Affairs Committee, of
Kohn
(Con't From Page 2)
criteria used in the distribution of
those funds we provide our student
government a distribution left
primarily to the discretion of a small isgroup of eight or nine students. More
careful management of these funds
could mean more dances, concerts,
lectures and better quality films: It
could also allow Council to make
appropriations to groups of students
interested in sponsoring social
alternatives.
Furthermore, it would be be
advisable to establish a rapport with
colleges nearby in order to broaden
our social options even more and to
help cut down on expenses for
alectures and concerts. Such a
program would also help to alleviate
our sense of isolation.
If I am elected president my door
will always be open. I will be there to
represent you not to dictate
policy not to solve those problems I
personally feel need solving, but
rather, those problems we as a
community collectively feel need our
attention.
Peter Kohn
i Mount Vernon's Complete
traditional man, and also
community, since 1875.
C3 KS33 Ifjili"!
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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
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Officers' Duties
Page 2)
thereby delving into all manner of
student grievances.
As a body, Student Council
involves itself with some interesting
functions: it approves all committee
appointments, for one, and gives
final approval to the budget requests
made by Finance Committee,
Normally it hears committee
reports and discusses issues of
student concern. Occasionally,
however, Council feels it necessary
discuss matters over which it has
no legislative jurisdiction. At these
times Council may make
recommendations to other facets of
this collegiate gem and expect some
response; the present Council has
made much use of this opportunity,
with varying degrees of success.
Straus
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ratification. Students should also be
working on Development and more in
Admissions recruitment. Exclusion
students shows a lack of trust and a
questioning of maturity that students
should not stand for!
There has been lots of scattered
conversation about the poor
condition of facilities but Student
Council, should gather those opinions
and loudly force them into the
College focus. If an improved library
of prime concern to this academic
community then the Council should
see to it that the Board of Trustees
knows it.'
In the area of communication,
efforts need to be made bridging
students to Student Council, Senate
and their agencies. More
importantly, reconstruction should
started between the student body
and the higher administration. All
factions involved in issues should be
heard. The House System proposal is
prime case. Those in favor and
those opposed should continue to
voice their opinions and clarify their
respective positions. In this and all
discussions an atmosphere of
respect and cooperation should
prevail. Ramming down collective
throats solves nothing.
These are my goals. I will
appreciate your opinion and support.
Thank you.
Kim Straus
Men's Store serving the
the young men of the
Valentine's Day
Special
Good For 1 Week
Gund
Snack Shop
Peirce
Jrx
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Committee Semester Plans
By Lisa Schusler
The Social Committee is planning
a wide variety of activities for
Kenyon this semester. In attempting
to appeal to the entire student body,
the schedule calls for interspersing
low budget entertainment with
several big weekends. Close
interaction with the IFC, the Black
Student Union and Freshman Council
will enable events to be held almost
every weekend.
The semester's schedule will
tentatively commence with a show by
Steve Martin, a comedian who has
appeared on the Smothers Brothers'
T.V. show, this Saturday night. A
Casino Night, at which students may
attempt various gambling games
with play money, will be held in
Peirce Hall on Saturday, February
15, from 8 p.m. to midnight. The
formal dress requirement will
create a Monte Carlo atmosphere.
Drummer Billy Cobham's
performance on Friday, February
21, will headline Winter Weekend. A
higher-than-usu- al ticket price of
$3.00 in advance and $4.00 at the door
is necessitated by both the high
overhead for such a concert and the
wish to avoid depleting the
Committee's budget on only a few
concerts. A dance in Rosse Hall on
WKCO
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their capabilities.
Dr. Miller: "It may be as simple
as a bad transistor, but we have no
way of knowing where the problem
is."
Gregg P. Widin, former chief
engineer of WKCO, is telephoned on
Sunday, but can offer no conclusive
advice.
CCA Electronics, the N.J.
manufacturer of the transmitter, is
called on Monday morning. Late
Tuesday night, Speiser and two other
station aficionados leave for New
Jersey with the sick transmitter. On
Wednesday morning they arrive and
the transmitter is rushed into
intensive care for complete overhaul
and testing.
Later this week, with luck, the
station will return to the air. Boffa:
"This has been the best year thus far
for the station . . . One inconvenience
in our schedule should not set us back
significantly."
EURO
in75? wouldn't
i
Beau Overlook,
Social Committee Chairman .
Saturday, with music by a seven-piec- e
band called "I Don't Care",
will conclude the Weekend's
festivities.
The Social Committee will also
sponsor a snow sculpture contest
after the next big snow fall. Those
people interested are asked to create
some snow sculptures, like those
done after Thanksgiving vacation.
Twenty-fou- r hours after the snow
fall, the sculptures will be judged and
the winner will receive a dinner for
two at the Alcove.
Other events this semester
include: a dance in Lower Dempsey
late in March; a talent show held in
conjunction with the BSU; an outdoor
festival on Middle Path Day; an
outdoor concert and dance on Spring
Dance Weekend, April 25 and 26; and,
the annual Bexley Block Party the
first weekend in May.
The Social Committee, headed by
Beau Overlock, is always
appreciative of student opinion. Open
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registration taking priority over a
later. The Provost is also
encouraging more 8:00a.m. and 3:00
p.m. classes to ameliorate the
diminishing room space.
Finally, a new calendar that
recommends a mid-semest- er break
in October to accompany a short
Thanksgiving break has been
proposed. The Administration hopes
that the changes will eliminate a
hectic first semester and balance the
schedule so that the fall and spring
semesters will have an equal number
of class days.
n
you rather come with us?
Last yea l- - over 2UU , C uO student summered in Europe. An r t.e
t ravel v, i -- , flew on charters because it costs about HMF!
This ytr a i - f wink ticket to London is $S12.; 4. - .
weeker $''V. And its $76?. for over six weeks from 'lew
York. iTn.i' 's what. Me airline:-- , .-.- ay now. Last year tl.ure
were two urilora f. i i.- - rease;..' )
Nnt on), Jo v. r
,-
- . ' n us at half, hut you can just a bom.
hav! you . hr i " ! .1 1 t.es for , ' , (, V, 8, 9, 10 week dur-
ation .liir'l'ip; rh-- . .xnrn-T- . And all ytu have to do t.o qualifyi. reserve your ..'.it. iow by smi,u ur, $ 100. oepus It , plus
n g 1 st ' ; !i lee. 1'; . le r recent. 1 y new I1, S , Gove rumen t rr e-u- i.'ii
ii .- -. we must subnet all flight pa rt i c ipants narie:. an:full p.j yi!i.;i:t sixty M-ty- s before each, flight. If you tike t h.
Juii" 1 August I ' I ' if'ht to ondnn i'or example, deposi'
servs your .-- at n.a ij ril . 1? you send the t-- 'ii .. .
.lust pi-i.v- : 1 .r . :1 flights whether you pick a
dep.. ri it ($!'. e. t ra ire regular fare airlines) t,
..(i . ( 11 . u I'dia rrt da to .
Ho sund for our coitipl i-i- te schedule, or to be su"e of you re-
servation now, mil 1 1 your deposit for one of our 3 to w-je- k 1 y
depa rtures from Juno t aroui'h September, Just spec if y the week
you wint to travel --isd for hnw long. You will receive your
exact date confi mat i on arm receipt by return mail. All our
f 1 1 ftit j a re v i a fully certificated, II. S. Government standard
Jet a nd all first c I a s se rv ice . From London the re are :; any
student, flights to m parts of the Continent, frequent ae-partu- r-;s
and ,1
.'. j off the regular fare.
RrmiQi.ic A'R Svstems International
800 - 223 - 5389
(TOLL FREE)
Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today
Social
meetings are held every Tuesday at
f 4:30p.m. in the Student Center. The
g Committee members are: Toots
Denis, Hollis Kirkpatrick, Lindsay
I Flexner, Cathy Rollins and Bill
Sadataki.
Jordon
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Jordon is at present a professor of
history at Connecticut College,
where he has been since 1959. He was
Dean of the Faculty there from 1969
until 1974 and Associate Dean of
Academic Affairs from 1968 until
1969. His teaching interests include
American and modern European
history, American colonial history:
17th and 18th centuries, Diplomatic
history of the United States and
British history, 1688 to the present
In 1965, Jordon received theSalgo-Nore- n
Prize for Excellence in
Teaching. He is on various boards
and committees, including the
governing board of the Connecticut
Faculty Talent Search for the
recruitment of black faculty into
Connecticut colleges and
universities, the boards of trustees
of the Williams School in New London
and the Pine Point School in
Stonington, Connecticut. He is also
on the Faculty of Consulting
Examiners for the Connecticut
Board for State Academic Awards.
Dr. Jordon is a 1954 summa cum
laude graduate of Princeton with a
B.A. in philosophy. He is a member
, of Phi Beta Kappa and he holds an
M. A. and a Doctorate in history from
Yale.
Dr. Jordon is married to the
former Sheila Ann Gray. The
Jordons have two sons, Philip III,
aged 8 and John, aged 3.
v.
"... S
1 !
Tom Wilson
I.F.C. Asks
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Leonard, Hanna) have numerous
entrances, which would make the
procedure of locking all women s
housing more difficult. "
"transplanting" a fraternity
comes a necessity, the problem of
monetary reimbursement for the
cost of moving plus unportab-- '
furnishings arises.
"Hypothetical solutions have bee"
discussed at committee meetings
Wilson said, "but no definite planS
have been made. "The final decisis
of 'women residing on the Hi'1
however, will be in the hands of"
administration.
Questions and comments can
directed to Tom Wilson, Chairman1';
the IFC Housing Committee. Ppx
260.
CAMPUS I
t PIZZA VILLAJ
We Deliver
427-480- 0
FARR HALL
GAMBIER
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Along Middle Path--
By Peter Reiss and Scott Veale
lCC0AND HIS BROTHERS (I960,
min., in Italian, with subtitles.
long with Fellinl and Antonioni,
CJnti was one of the top three
ectors to emerge from Italy in the
s and 60's. ROCCO AND HIS
OTHERS, possibly his most
tilious work, is considered a
derpiece of neo-reali- st cinema,
jning 22 international awards
lowing its release.
rpTLE MURDERS (1970, Color,
5 min., directed by Alan Arkin).
VILLAGE VOICE cartoonist Jules
er (who also wrote CARNAL
OWLEDGE) created this play- -
ed-into-a-mo- vie to entertain,
le andr move people and a
ierate reaction to the film is
icult to come by. At least one
;von senior, after seeing it four
es. called it the greatest movie
r made. Numerous others have
.lied it sick". tlliott Gould plays
apathist"- - who photographs
.--
;:e aeiecauons ior vuoue.
:3zine's "thing" consciousness.
carries at Donald Sutherland's
rsiExistentialistChurch in order
avoid the mentioning of God's
-- e. Throughout the film, he tries
i.'i novel solutions to the traumas
motional loss and urban violence,
rifely, the movie is both
iriously funny and deeply serious
::s exploitation of the theme of
:: m murder in New York. It is
;nint in its treatment of the
;:ionof feeling or not feeling in a
:;!essly irrational environment.
:e film is a must for anyone still
ir.mngalife in the real world; thej jptimism derived from the film
he to its being seen in Gambier
ir.otin a more "relevant" setting.
:ewho plan to remain in pastoral
'?s, however, will find this to be
rl.nniest and most prophetic film
.record.
f'DARLING CLEMENTINE (1946,
iW, 97 min.).
Prolific director John Ford,
'jus for directing Hollywood
"s for six decades, created this
'retypal work which typically
'izes and romanticizes the West;
"itinative, sensitive, and above all
if, durable, Ford made more that
films before his death in 1973.
::ry Fonda's portrayal of Wyatt
P, and Walter Brennan's
"jodiment of evil in the classic
"t.make this one of Ford's most
"Prtantand mature Westerns, one
tachhe reworks legend in his own
:'C style.
short this weekend, PEOPLE
W, is a very funny home movie of
Arkin's kids who turn into
-- kens and sheepdogs.
O IS:
i. vr
y WATER
SPELLBOUND (112 min., B & W
1945).
This film kicks off a KFS tribute to
Alfred Hitchcock, the acknowledged
maestroof suspense films. The next
three Wednesdays will feature early
Hitchcock thrillers. The tribute
culminates in FRENZY, his latest
work (1972), which, due to the change
in vacation, will be shown in May.
In SPELLBOUND, Gregory Peck
plays a victim of amnesia who
assumes the identity of a noted
psychiatrist. Accused by the
authorities of murdering the man he
professes to be, he escapes from the
hospital but not from his manesia.
Ingrid Bergman comes along to help.
Salvador Dali created a marvelous
dream sequence in which the images
achieve a surrealist purpose far
beyond the film's general range.
Ladies
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times, their fewest number of
turnovers to date.
The defeat by Capital was the
result of fouls and turnovers to a
strong opponent. In the first half,
Kenyon gave the ball away only eight
times. However, they ran into foul
trouble, accumulating 18 by the end
of the game. Karen D'Arcy fouled
out.
Defense was again one of the finer
points, but came nowhere near the
previous Ladies' performances.
They did pull down 32 rebounds;
D'Arcy led with eight, Liz Parker,
snagged seven, Holly Reed and Tobin
grabbed five each, and Brigham
followed with four. No player was a
standout scorer, though Kevin
Nystrom made five points, and
D'Arcy, Parker and Reed each made
four.
The Ladies face a full schedule
next week. On Monday, they travel to
Ashland. Denison is a guest at
Wertheimer Fieldhouse Wednesday
at 7:00 p.m.; Marietta follows on
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
Compiled by Kathy Fallon
Thursday, Feb. 6th
Tryouts for Drama '75 will be held
at 7:00 p.m. at the Student Center
Theater.
The Night of the Iguana will be
performed at 8:00 p.m. in the Hill
Theater.
There will be a lecture given by
Mr. David Halberstram, a political
reporter and author of the bestseller
Swimmers
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yard backstroke. They also have two
individuals in the top six in the
distance event, the 1000 and 500, a
past Kenyon stronghold. Consider
also Wooster, Oberlin, and
Muskingum: in past conferences they
have actually helped Kenyon by
taking points away from Denison.
However, this year they could just as
easily deprive Kenyon. This is
especially evident if you consider the
fact that some Lords have not yet
found a third event in which they can
score points; a swimmer in the OAC
is allowed to compete in three
events. The ideal is to have each
swimmer score in the top six or
twelve in each of his three events.
This year it looks as if a few
swimmers will be hard pressed to
achieve such a goal as 22. The
possibility of disqualifications and
the lack of crowd support fail to help
matters.
J'uvea,
ove
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Mount Vernon, Ohio
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The Best and the Brightest, in Rosse
Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 7th
At 8:00 p.m., The Night of the
Iguana will be performed in the Hill
Theater.
The KFS will show Rocco and His
Brothers at.8:00 p.m., followed by
Little Murders & People Soup(short)
at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
Saturday, Feb. 8th
There will be a workshop in Early
Infant Developmentlrom 9:30 a.m. to
5:00p.m. in the Biology Auditorium.
The swim team will compete
against Oberlin at Shaffer Pool at
2:00 p.m.
Mr. David Gordon, tenor, and Mr.
Christopher Kendall, lutist, will
present a recital of Renaissance and
Modern English Music at 7:00p.m. in
Philomathesian Hall.
The Night of the Iguana will be
performed at the Hill Theater at 8:00
p.m.
At8:00p.m.,the KFS will show My
Darling Clementine which will be
followed by Rocco and His Brothers
and PeopeSoup(short) at 10:00 p.m.
in Rosse Hall.
Sunday, Feb. 9th
The KFS will show Little Murders
at 8:00 p.m. and My Darling
Clementine and People Soup (short)
at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
t
) jr V
304 Martinsburg Rd.
Monday, Feb. 10th
There will be a Robert A. Nelson
Drawing Workshop from Feb. 10th to
Feb. 14th in the Colburn Gallery.
The box office for two student-directe- d
plays, After Magritte, and
The Real Inspector Hound will be
open from 2:00-4:0- 0 p.m. at the Hill
Theater. '
Mr. Robert A. Nelson will present
a slide lecture (art) at 8:00 p.m. in
the Biology Auditorium.
Tuesday, Feb. 11th
The basketball team will play
Baldwin-Wallac- e at 7:30 p.m. in
Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
Wednesday, Feb. 12th
The Chasers will give a concert at
7:00 p.m. in Peirce Lounge.
At 10:00 p.m., the KFS will show
Spellbound and Fleshtone's rated X.
Colonial j;
; Music !;
! 20 W. Ohio Ave. !
1
1 Mount Vernon
Fine Jewelry
designed and made at the
TULLY
BARN
selected gifts
Monday - Saturday
1:00 to 5:00
APPLIANCE
AND TV CENTER
BRAND NAME HEADQUARTERS SINCE 1952
121 123 S. MAIN ST., MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050
PHONE (614) 393-306- 2
$129
2.9 Cu. Ft.
Removable shelves
Adjustable level-leg- s
Twin polyethylene "flex-out- " cube
trays
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At Wertheimer Icebox
Lords Ice Polar Bears
In ColdShooting Action
By Arthur Berkowitz
Sports Editor
The Lords of Kenyon kept their
OAC title hopes alive when they
defeated the invading Polar Bears of
Ohio Northern 42-3- 8 last Saturday at
the Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
Boosting their season record to
11-- 7 and their OAC ledger to 5-- 3, the
Lords utilized a running game on
offense and a sliding zone on defense
to counteract Northern's style of
play. Because it possesses only
average talent, Ohio Northern relies
heavily on a time-consumi- ng
structured offense and a switching
man-to-ma- n defense. Kenyon has
been victimized by these tactics in
the past, relaxing on defense due to
frustration and frequently falling
prey to Northern's theatrical talent
to draw charging fouls.
The Lords came out running in the
first half but were stymied more by
their cold shooting than by
Northern's defense as they entered
halftime with a 15-1- 3 lead. Both
teams' anemic offensive totals were
due to a combination of a collectively
poor shooting percentage (30
percent), effective defense by both
teams, and an unusually low number
of attempted field goals.
Kenyon continued to mix their
defenses in the second half,
alternating a press with man-to-ma- n
and zone defenses. Evan Eisner and
Kenyon Ladies Basketball
Suffer Consecutive Defeats
By Pamella Olsyn
The Ladies took to the basketball
court twice this week, and came out .
on the short side of the score both
times. The team's performance in
the Wooster game was by far the
better, due to a second-hal- f surge
which fell short only in the final
seconds, enabling the Wooster J.V.
to come away with a 22-2- 0 win. In the
Capital game, the Crusaders routed
the Ladies, 56-1- 7.
Problems in scoring continued to
plague Kenyon. In the first half of the
Wooster game the Ladies connected
with only two of 36 attempts. Both
Jim Myers
By Bill Lominac
Jim Myers' unanimous selection
as a first team AU-Americ- an gives
Kenyon only its second All-Americ- an
football player in history. The other
All-Americ- an is Jim's older brother
Chris, who received the distinction
his senior year. Jim played only one
year of high school football before
entering Kenyon; unlike Chris, he
was the only Division III player in the
nation to be chosen for the College
Division first team.
Myers fell short of his brother's
NCAA reception record of 85 catches
by only three. His five catches in the
final game of the season were not
enough to gain that trophy. He also
failed to break the NCAA total
receiving yardage record of 1527
yards by fewer than 40 yards. He did,
however, break almost every other
personal record held by offensive
receivers at Kenyon.
During the recent National
Football League draft, Myers was
shunned, cutting his chances of ever
playing pro ball. "I really didn't
anticipate being drafted," confided
the scrappy 165-pounde- r. "Now I can
try out for the team where I feel I
have the best chance." He readily
admits the odds are against him, but
notes the expansion teams to be
Tim Appleton supplied the offensive
attack, scoring 18 of the team's 27
second-hal- f points. With a 6-po- int
lead the Lords stalled for the last 3
minutes. Northern substitute Tom
Bramlage's 30-fo- ot jump shot with a
second remaining was in a losing
cause as the Lords hung on for a 42-3- 8
victory.
Statistically, both teams shot
poorly from both the field and the
free-thro- w line. Of significance were
Kenyon's domination of the boards,
Tim Appleton (14 rbds.) and Mark
Leonard (12 rbds.), and continued
bench support (4 yawns, 2 water
bottles consumed).
Trackmen Take 2nd Beating
In 'Berg-Wesle- y an Meet
By Frank Fitzgerald
Heidelberg came, saw, and
'conquered last Saturday in a
triangular Ohio Athletic Conference
indoor track meet. The Student
Princes' 68 points topped Ohio
Wesleyan's 60 and host Kenyon's 31.
Kenyon recorded no first-plac- e
finishes, but did have some strong
performances. Jay Andress, sick for
two days during the week, copped a
second in the 600-yar- d run and a third
in the 440-yar- d dash. The Lords' Bob
baskets were made by Sue Tobin.
Wooster led at halftime, 10-4- .
As in its previous two games,
Kenyon came back much stronger in
the scond half. The drive was
spearheaded by guard Kelly
Brigham, who hit five of thirteen
shots. Once again, defense was
strong, coming up with key steals and
holding Wooster on the 30-seco- nd
clock three times. Rebounding was
another strong point, as the Ladies
completed 36 snags. Senior co-capta- in
Liz Parker led in rebounds
with 13, followed by Tobin with 11.
The Ladies gave up the ball only 14
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added to the NFL during the 1976-7- 7
season.
"With the new teams, my chances,
or any walk-on'- s chances, are
improved, because everyone starts
on an equal basis," said Myers. He
expects the expansion teams to have
r"r
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Jim Myers
less talenton their receiving squads'
corps, which would be in his favor.
This prospect remains open only if
he fails to make the pros next year.
Since his brother was such a
talented receiver during his four
years at Kenyon, Myers had an edge
in both guidance and personal
coaching. "Chris is always helping
me with new moves, techniques and
with any questions I might have. He
was pulling for me to break the
records as much as anyone,"
- :-.-
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Evan Eisner (no. 10)leaps high to shoot for two against Ohio Northern.
Risnaytook second in the 1000-yar- d
run. Bob Metzger finished fourth in
the same event after a week's
illness.
Jamie Doucett and John Kryder
took second and third, respectively,
in the mile. Kryder set another
Kenyon record in the two-mil- e.
Although taking second, his 9:58.1
lowered the 10:02 he ran just last
week.
Kenyon's -- weakness in the field
events continued to hamper the team
performance. Bill Rea and Brian
Marshall notched the only Kenyon
points. Rea took third in the high
jump and Marshall matched that in
the pole vault.
Lack of depth and speed continue to
be the Lords' main liabilities.
Doubling and tripling in events hurt
the overall performances of several
trackmen, and may bringabout some
lineup changes by coach Bill White
before the next triangular action. In
all, though, Kenyon gave a good
showing on the day.
One "first" was established.
Freshman Kathy Loomis became the
first woman to run on a Kenyon men's
track team. She participated in the
300-yar- d dash.
The Lords travel to the OAC
Relays at Denison this Saturday.
They return to Wertheimer
Fieldhouse on Saturday, February
15th for a triangular with Wooster
and Oberlin.
American
boasted Myers, appreciative of the
great relationship between the two.
Myers' talents will carry him over
to baseball this spring, as do those of
teammate and close friend Pat
Clements. These two players'
passing combination was regarded
as one of the finest in college
football. Clements was on his way to
leading the nation in total offense for
a second consecutive season, and for
possible All-Americ- an recognition,
until side-line- d with a broken leg
midway in the season.
''Pat and I had worked
continuously for the past two years to
accomplish what we did," said
Myers. "It did affect things
somewhatwith a new quarterback."
Myers did adjust, after some hard
work, to a new quarterback, as
evidenced by his continued fine
performance.
Hard work and initiative have
always been traits attributable to
Myers. Said coach Phil Morse, "At
first we were apprehensive to throw
to him even though he was a starter.
It was like playing with ten people on
the field rather than eleven. But in
time he proved us wrong and made
believers of us. "
More than that, Jim Myers has
made believers of us all. He justly
deserves more credit than he has
been given.
This year's OAC swimming
championship is being held at
Wooster College on March 6, 7, and
8. Wooster's pool holds less than 500
spectators, and Kenyon fans have
been allotted only 49 tickets. Tickets
are being sold by the book at $7.00
apiece; this guarantees admission to
all events, preliminaries and finals,
for all three days. To be assured of
admission to any event, or just one
event, one must buy the whole book. It
is possible that there will be a second
round of ticket sales in which Kenyon
will receive more tickets but this is
only a slight possibility. Any
students or faculty wishing to
purchase a book of tickets may do so
atthe S.A.C., any weekday from 2-- 4
p.m. Sales start tomorrow and end
February 17.
Lukacs' Line
By Paul
". ..he's just a great man . . .professionally, his ability as a trainer is
tops
..."
Athletic Director Phil Morse
If you know him, you know him as "George" nothing false and
pretentious, just "George." And if you know him, you know him as a man no
commands a tremendous amount of respect and admiration. You probab!)
think of him as Kenyon's athletic trainer, butif you examine his job, you fud
that George Christman serves Kenyon in many ways. As a trainer he tapes
ankles, wraps knees, mends wounds; as equipment manager he makes. sure
that each athlete has just what is
L.
George Christman
preferential treatment. The freshman benchwarmer is just as impo
the senior starting quarterback. Always ready to give advice
encouragement when asked, George is regarded as irreplaceable by Plae "
and coaches alike. Athletic Director Phil Morse says flatly, "I don t kno
what we'd do without him."
At a school the size of Kenyon, athletics have to be designed to be ft"1- -
are not in the "sports business." Athletics are a part of the oe
educational program. George is quick to recognize this. He thinks of hims
as a teacher, and views sports at Kenyon as being a "necessity, a pa
education." He told me that "each sport here, all sports, are essentia-....- .
, . .... ........ moms.justine Dig ana popular ones. Me
prefers to shrug them off and simply
problem I run into is with the girls.
training room." George is bothered
cannot distribute his time equitably
v hen 1 went to talk to him he seemed embarrassed, as n ne wei e
what he had done to receive this attention. I asked him what single mo .
. - - - -- - i;.J nlltCKl)'uic - -during his nine years had been the
"There's no one moment. What I see
Swimmers 'Split'
InWeekendMeets
By Bill Cassidy
The Lords swam against
Muskingum and Cincinnati over ttt
weekend, defeating Muskingum an'
falling to Cincinnati. Comalla
Mitchell, Davis, Morton, Redfieid
and Zimmerman all fared eu
recording their best times to date
However, more is needed to attain
the magic 22. The Lords must
embody the quote on the blackboard
in their locker room: "22 equals
every swimmer placing in three
events."
This year's quest for 22 started
out on a positive note with Kenyoi
winning the OAC relays. The Lords
did lose a home meet with Denison,
but it was close, and few regarded it
as a defeat.
The Lords are now in the last
month of training and it is about time
to speak of their opponents in more
relative terms. It's fortunate that the
other teams do not concede defeat as
easily as some of Kenyon's
spectators and swimmers assume
victory.
Let me open a few eyes with soir.e
hard facts. The top times as of
February 1 find Kenyon gaining top
times in only two events, the 1000 and
the 500. Denison leads in four events
two relays which confer twice tie
point value of individual events
Oberlin leads in seven events and one
relay. Oberlin lacks depth; Denison
does not. Denison is exceptionally
strong in a number of events: the 100
and 200-yar- d fly, the 200, 100 and 50-yar- d
freestyle and the 100 and 200- -
SPORTS
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needed. As a friend he makes
everyone who comes in contact wiifa
jj him aware that "George"
always be around to help.
This is George Christman's ninth
year at Kenyon. He was reluctant to
tell me exactly how many hours per
I day he spends on the job, but it
averages somewhere between eight
j and eighteen. The holder of
t Masters Degree in Education, heis a
man of high principles, one of 'tiich
is to treat each and every person
friendcomes to him as a
Consequently no one receives
rtant as
aamus mat mere are jjiuu-- --
do his job the best he can The rnajof
There are difficulties with having
one
feels tieby the fact that he sometimes
among all those who need him dering
most rewarding. He repiie" --i .a
as being rewarding is igniting a
sp-"- "
under someone doing something that helps someone in some wa'
.e
When I left him, he said, "Thank you for doing this for me." "e
Christman could not understand why someone would to write abot
. . . . .... ho does
simply because he is that rare unselfish person who sees wnu - u
being that which he should do no more, no less. And what he feels he sj i . ... , ... ,,L.f . j "thank yoido includes an awful lot. It is high time we turn to him, and say
